
Orkney Field Club
                                                                                Founded in 1959

     Aim:  To encourage the study and conservation of the natural and cultural heritage of the County

On the wild and windy evening of 19th March 2010, the Field Club held an “Ask the Panel” meeting 
in the St Magnus Centre, Kirkwall, to which members of the audience were invited to bring 
questions, photos and specimens for examination by a panel of experts.  A small, select bunch of 18 
people braved the weather to put the “Panel of Local Experts” to the test. 
The panel consisted of 

• John Crossley........ specialist on Ecology, plants and insects

• Chris Booth...... ...... author of Nature Notes and mammal expert

• Jim Williams ...........Bird specialist and Orkney Bird Recorder

• Brian Ribbands........the experts’ expert

Identification of some fishes in rock pools from photos was the first challenge. One was agreed to 
be a sea scorpion, the other remained unidentified.
Then some bird questions ...   this caused some interesting discussions 

• Why do lapwings not perch? 

• Why do some wader species stand on one leg while roosting?

A query about the causes of decrease in Common Seal populations was answered very thoroughly 
by Chris Booth with many interesting suggestions, ranging from food supply to predation by Killer 
Whales.
There followed a fascinating discussion from the panel and floor in answer to an enquiry about 
views on culling in general. This included the culling of many different species both in Orkney and 
elsewhere .....from Greylag Geese to hedgehogs  and cane toads. We also debated public reactions 
about culling of “cute” species.
There were many strong opinions about the challenges and problems of introduced “alien” species 
taking over from native species and introducing disease.
The panel was then asked about their predictions of how the severe winter weather might affect 
flora and fauna.   The replies included:

• Too early to tell about birds although probably short term losses of wrens, goldcrests, kingfishers 
and herons. In the South Dartford Warblers could be decimated. Bird feeding in gardens will have 
had a really positive affect.

• Flowering of plants could be delayed by several weeks.

• Some vertebrates will benefit, especially those that hibernate as they will not have emerged 
prematurely in a spell of mild weather.

Other questions asked were:
• Details of frog breeding habits;  the very informative answer included facts about toads.

• What is known about eel populations in Orkney?

• More facts about hibernating bees.

• How have bird feeders and changes in farming methods changed the behaviour of garden and 
farmland birds.

 All in all, it was an interesting and informative evening. Thanks to all the “expert”  panel.


